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Executive summary

The digitalization and connectedness of industrial environments is opening up business opportunities and enhancing operational efficiency. At the same time, it exposes organizations to cyberattacks that can offset these gains.

Today’s industrial environment consists of operational technologies (OT) which, according to some sources, are largely outdated. They have interoperability and connectivity limitations, and weak or no security management capabilities and procedures.

The increased convergence of OT with the traditional IT environment is leading to an increase in inherent vulnerabilities, which are doubling every year.

The OT environment is fundamental for ensuring the continuation of industrial operations that keep global economies and infrastructures running. To improve OT environment security, the World Economic Forum in collaboration with partners from the electricity, manufacturing, and oil and gas industries, has developed a list of guiding principles. Combined with a set of best practices, these aim to help cyber leaders ensure a cyber resilient OT environment for uninterrupted and efficient business operations.

Principle 1: Perform comprehensive risk management of the OT environment.

Principle 2: Ensure OT engineers and operators of installations have responsibility for OT cybersecurity.

Principle 3: Align with top organizational leadership, strategic planning teams and third parties to make security-by-design a reality.

Principle 4: Make cybersecurity standards and best practices contractually enforceable on partners and vendors to build a cybersecure OT environment.

Principle 5: Run joint tabletop exercises to ensure preparedness in case of an actual incident.

These principles and best practices can help organizations safeguard, maintain and monitor their industrial OT environment as well as ensure business continuity. While many organizations may already have some measures in place to ensure a cyber resilient OT environment, shared guidance can help manage cyber risks at the ecosystem level to increase systemic resilience.
Introduction

Why does OT cybersecurity matter?

The industrial infrastructure and operations landscapes are undergoing a profound transformation due to technological innovation. A growing convergence of information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) is driven by the rapid adoption of cutting-edge technologies like big data, digital twins and the industrial internet of things (IIoT). These two domains are expected to become increasingly intricate and interconnected over time. This inexorable shift is exemplified, in part, by the projected IIoT market growth, which is expected to surge from approximately $85.5 billion in 2023 to nearly $169.6 billion by 2028.

What is the difference between IT and OT?

Information technology refers to technologies including computers and networks that store, process and transmit information, while operational technology encompasses industrial control systems (ICS) that operate, control and monitor industrial equipment and processes.

The growing synergy between IT and OT, commonly referred to as IT/OT convergence, presents numerous opportunities for industrial organizations. These include remote control; real-time monitoring; enhanced visibility of machinery, plants and assets; simplification of anomaly detection; improved operational efficiency and productivity; and faster decision-making processes.

However, this newfound connectivity between OT devices and IT networks also expands the cyber risk landscape, introducing both intentional and unintentional cybersecurity threats. Traditionally, the OT environment remained “air-gapped,” meaning it was not connected to the internet, and external hardware and removable media (e.g. USB drives) were the primary cybersecurity concerns. As these two environments merge, cybersecurity breaches can infiltrate from IT to OT through means such as internet malware infection and unauthorized access via mobile devices.

Today, OT environments, in large part, rely on legacy technologies built to perform specific tasks and operating on specialized software and proprietary protocols. Often designed without cybersecurity in mind, many of these legacy systems have been produced by now-defunct manufacturers whose software updates are infrequent and difficult to implement, ultimately leaving them exposed to security threats. In fact, a recent study by Microsoft found that 75% of industrial control devices are unpatched and feature high-severity vulnerabilities. Other threat factors include improper network segmentation – which, according to Dragos, happens to be the case for 50% of organizations – or poor remote-access practices.

Malicious actors do not shy away from exploiting such vulnerabilities. A report by McKinsey shows that OT cyber events have increased by 140% from 2020 to 2021. Of those events, 35% sustained physical damage with an estimated impact of $140 million per incident. That said, it is important to note that not all industries are equally impacted by OT attacks. For instance, since 2021, the manufacturing sector has been the most targeted, experiencing 61% of cyberattacks. The oil and gas (11%), transportation (10%) and utilities (10%) sectors have been next.

Organizations in the manufacturing, oil and gas, and electricity industries bore damages amounting to $2.8 million on average in 2021. In addition to financial losses (directly from the damage and from related downtime), data and intellectual property theft, and reputation damage, cybersecurity breaches in OT environments can have consequences such as:

- Damage to the environment.
- Exposure of people and personnel to dangerous conditions. Gartner predicts that by 2025, malicious actors will be able to weaponize the OT environment to cause harm or loss of life.
- Reduced availability and quality of essential goods and services including energy, healthcare and transportation; this can trigger behaviours such as panic-buying and stockpiling by consumers.
- Legal and regulatory violations resulting in fines, lawsuits and regulatory scrutiny.
- Implications for national security and public safety, given that OT is a significant component of critical infrastructure, and any level of cybersecurity risk can be considered critical.
What are the sources of risks?

Cybersecurity risks in the OT environment are amplified by several overarching issues that are not always technical in nature but depend on factors such as corporate culture and governance. These include:

Lack of emphasis on cyber issues in operations and shortage of personnel for OT cybersecurity.

Human error – research shows that 79% of OT experts consider human error to be the greatest risk for OT systems. Moreover, the current onboarding and training of OT personnel do not sufficiently ensure that they adopt appropriate policies and measures for OT cybersecurity.

Unclear delineation of process ownership and prioritization of risks.

The IT/OT convergence has blurred process ownership, allowing for no clear delineation of responsibilities and obligations between the IT and OT teams. In addition, the two view their priorities differently. From the IT perspective, procedures for data security and privacy are crucial, whereas the OT team places primary focus on physical performance and safety of facilities and equipment.

Poor device/asset visibility and rapid introduction of new assets.

While the creation and maintenance of an asset inventory in the OT environment is regarded as one of the top security controls, according to Dragos, as many as 80% of organizations lacked visibility of the OT environment in 2022. Organizations need to have an overview of the devices in their networks – for instance, whether these devices are obsolete or supported, their vulnerabilities and what they are connecting to – both in the IT and OT environments. Organizations should be able to investigate the systems and processes in each zone and provide recommended security controls.

Supply chain and third-party risk.

A study found that 40% of OT cybersecurity practitioners consider supply chain/third party access to the OT environment to be one of the top three cybersecurity risks. Whereas such concerns may be motivated by the weaker cybersecurity practices of third parties, OT cybersecurity can also be compromised by deliberate tampering of third-party hardware, software or firmware. This can happen during the manufacturing, distribution or maintenance processes.

To ensure a strong cybersecurity posture across organizations and industries, robust cybersecurity measures must be developed and implemented to protect both IT and OT environments.

What are the existing cybersecurity frameworks for the OT environment?

Organizations are not starting from scratch when it comes to OT cybersecurity. In fact, a number of cybersecurity frameworks have already been developed for the OT environment.

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 62443 is an international series of standards that tackle cybersecurity for industrial automation and control systems. The National Institute of Standards...
and Technology (NIST) has released SP 800-82 – a guide on how to improve the security of OT systems; while the European Joint Research Centre has proposed a framework on Industrial Automation and Controls Systems (IACS) to share practices on IACS products’ cybersecurity certifications.\textsuperscript{17}

Other examples of cybersecurity frameworks applicable to the OT environment and beyond include the NIST Cybersecurity Framework\textsuperscript{18} as well as the Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2).\textsuperscript{19} Efforts have also been made at the local level to enhance OT cybersecurity. For instance, Saudi Arabia has developed the Operational Technology Cybersecurity Controls. Similarly, oil and gas companies on the Norwegian continental shelf follow guidelines such as NOG 104, NOG 110 and NOG 123, while in the US, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation’s Critical Infrastructure Protection (NERC CIP) and the American Petroleum Industry Pipeline Security standards are of relevance.

While numerous OT cybersecurity frameworks are available, many of those referenced here are extremely complicated and require a lot of effort to ensure effective implementation, particularly for third-party suppliers and vendors that may struggle to comply due to resource limitations – human or financial. This obligates industrial organizations to ensure that third parties are capable of applying and adhering to these frameworks and standards.

No silver bullet exists for successful implementation of OT cybersecurity frameworks and standards. Most of the time, industry players must apply a wide range of frameworks and standards to cover distinct parts of their infrastructure, such as water pumps and utilities.

A lot of the above-mentioned frameworks are very focused on technical controls. Yet, OT governance, i.e., who is responsible for cybersecurity in OT and how it interlocks with IT, remains a challenge for many organizations.
Guiding principles for cyber resilient OT environments

The action group “Securing the OT environment” convening cyber leaders from the electricity, manufacturing and oil and gas industries around the topic of OT cybersecurity, has developed a set of five guiding principles to help industrial organizations address cyber risks and build resilience as the IT/OT convergence continues.

**Principle 1**
Perform comprehensive risk management of the OT environment

**Principle 2**
Ensure OT engineers and operators of installations have responsibility for OT cybersecurity

**Principle 3**
Align with top organizational leadership, strategic planning teams and third parties to make security-by-design a reality

**Principle 4**
Make cybersecurity standards and best practices contractually enforceable on partners and vendors to build a cybersecure OT environment

**Principle 5**
Run joint tabletop exercises to ensure preparedness in case of an actual incident
Actionable approaches to implementing OT cybersecurity principles

To ensure the successful implementation of the identified OT cybersecurity principles, organizations must undertake a number of actions to translate theory into tangible institutional practice.

Perform comprehensive risk management of the OT environment

To increase overall cybersecurity preparedness and reduce the potential and impact of cyberattacks, industrial organizations must take a comprehensive approach to risk management. This comprises risk assessment – identification of vulnerabilities and gaps that expose an organization to an attack, and of risks that could impede recovery and resilience – as well as mitigation and monitoring strategies. For risk management to be robust and complete, it is important that organizations:

- Identify and classify assets on the basis on their criticality, value and sensitivity to the organization’s operations.
- Create an inventory of the “crown jewels” – the highest-value assets in their OT environment which, if compromised, could have a major impact. Once the “crown jewels” have been identified, organizations should identify how they connect to the network, data flows, etc.
- Detect security vulnerabilities and threats across the mapped assets and OT environment; identify the consequences that could result if the vulnerabilities are exploited (e.g. in case of unauthorized access, data theft, equipment damage, injury and loss of life, harm to national security, etc.); and prioritize mitigation accordingly.
- Identify potential threats (including threat events, threat actors, etc.) that could target their OT environment.
- Establish an OT cybersecurity strategy aligned with the overall cybersecurity strategy, outlining the prevention, detection and response capabilities. It should be reviewed, evaluated and updated regularly. Organizations should also consider developing guidelines to ensure effective adoption and implementation of the OT cybersecurity strategy.

Ensure OT engineers and installation operators have responsibility for OT cybersecurity

Research shows that 95% of organizations will place the responsibility for OT cybersecurity under the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) in the next 12 months. However, considering that cybersecurity is a shared responsibility, the IT team alone cannot have full control of OT cybersecurity; all stakeholders, at all levels of organizational management, need to do their part.

This makes it imperative that roles and responsibilities be clearly defined and properly communicated with IT/OT personnel. That said, OT teams do not necessarily have the awareness or knowhow to properly inspect and secure OT networks. In order to share responsibility for OT cybersecurity, OT personnel across industrial organizations need to understand:

- When, how and why a security breach might occur in the OT environment. Communications on security awareness should be carried out continuously for all OT personnel.
- Who to contact in case of a security breach or suspicious activity, that is, who to get help from and who to collaborate with for support.
Different threat detection technologies used by IT and OT could detect threats in the OT environment. Therefore, cooperation and communication between the IT and OT departments is essential to ensure that all staff have clearly and precisely defined roles and responsibilities for working together on incident response in OT.

- The vulnerabilities and risks (including inherited risks) that each connected device in the OT environment brings.

- The role of the Security Operations Centre (SOC), CISO team, etc. OT personnel should also build a relationship with the SOC and CISO teams to ensure transfer of knowledge on security architecture and policies, including on the prevention, detection, analysis and response to cybersecurity incidents. Among the OT personnel, a “Cyber Champion” should be appointed in each facility who can help with cyber issues during crises.

Most of the existing OT was not designed with cybersecurity in mind. Security-by-design is a process rather than a one-time “bolt-on” effort and as such should go beyond integration of security during the design and development phase of a product/service. To enforce a security-by-design approach in the OT environment, organizations should:

- Raise cybersecurity issues and risks to corporate management to ensure that critical OT systems are safeguarded from potential risks and vulnerabilities from the outset by:
  - Organizing executive briefings to highlight the impact of OT cyber risks on business operations, finances and reputation.
  - Developing and presenting risk assessments to communicate the interplay between OT cybersecurity breaches, operational downtime and compliance penalties.

- Sharing case studies illustrating real-world examples of cybersecurity incidents in the OT environment and the consequences experienced by organizations that were caught off-guard.

- Encouraging the integration of OT cybersecurity into the overall business strategy to ensure competitive advantage by demonstrating commitment to protecting critical OT infrastructure. It can ultimately help foster overall resilience across industry ecosystems.

Align with top organizational leadership, strategic planning teams and third parties to make security-by-design a reality
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### Principle 3

- Sharing case studies illustrating real-world examples of cybersecurity incidents in the OT environment and the consequences experienced by organizations that were caught off-guard.

- Encouraging the integration of OT cybersecurity into the overall business strategy to ensure competitive advantage by demonstrating commitment to protecting critical OT infrastructure. It can ultimately help foster overall resilience across industry ecosystems.
Contractually bind and enforce security standards on partners and vendors to build a secure OT environment

Third-party suppliers and vendors differ in the way they approach cybersecurity. Nevertheless, they have to guarantee the security of their product or service and take responsibility for what is delivered. To build a secure OT environment and ensure successful collaboration with and enforcement of security standards by partners and vendors, industrial organizations should:

- Conduct thorough due diligence of both IT and OT cybersecurity posture before collaborating with any third-party vendors and suppliers. The assessment should cover how a cyberattack against a third-party vendor or supplier could impact operations.
- Classify and categorize third parties according to their level and type of risk (compliance, financial, reputation, etc.) before they can access facilities, network and confidential information.
- Incorporate a list of baseline security requirements for third-party vendors and suppliers with access to facilities, network and confidential information within the security framework mentioned in principle 1. These security requirements should be met before formalization of collaboration. Examples of security requirements include:
  - Implementation of security levels (SL) 3 and 4 of IEC 62443.
  - Application of advanced cybersecurity standards for OT software development.
  - Demonstration of proven hands-on expertise in handling cybersecurity events.
- Include OT cybersecurity requirements in contracts. OT cybersecurity requirements should cover areas such as secure remote access, use of removable media devices to transfer files, terms and conditions for data protection and processing of sensitive information shared between the organization and the third party, accident/incident notification and reporting, etc.
- Continuously audit vendor and supplier security performance to ensure they are adhering to previously agreed security controls.
- In case the security controls are not observed, organizations should develop an exit strategy that includes proper oversight over the termination of collaboration with the vendor, return of assets, etc.

Principle 4

Run joint tabletop exercises to ensure preparedness in case of an actual incident

A tabletop exercise cannot always perfectly replicate every aspect of a real-life scenario or incident response situation. To ensure maximum preparedness and amplify its benefits, the tabletop exercise should include key personnel and should have clearly defined and achievable objectives. Organizations should therefore:

- Use security scenarios based on real events, and leverage and adapt existing crisis management procedures to the cyber context.
- Engage the correct stakeholders that go beyond IT and OT personnel. Exercises should include the emergency preparedness group, executive leadership and management, technical staff, third parties, legal counsel as well as psychologists who can evaluate the responses and actions taken by the security incident response team (SIRT).
- Clarify the representation of OT cyber competence in incident response to ensure preparedness when a threat event occurs and explore whether operations can be run in the OT environment without the IT.
- Include OT sites across multiple geographies and consider the legal aspects that may arise.
- Identify weaknesses/gaps in the incident response and include lessons learned in the post-drill analysis reports.
- Produce and continuously update the executives’ playbook with lessons learned from such exercises.
3 Monitoring the implementation of OT cybersecurity principles

Implementation of OT cybersecurity principles alone is not enough. Tracking their progress and continuous assessment of impact is key in order to ensure effectiveness of the principles and that organizations are adapting to the new processes. To successfully monitor the implementation of OT cybersecurity principles, organizations should:

- Perform regular audits to monitor compliance with the OT cybersecurity principles, including assessments of critical third parties with access to the OT environment.
- Conduct real-time monitoring to discover, identify and assess devices and vulnerabilities within the OT environment. The “now, next and never” approach can help organizations assess vulnerabilities. Gathered information should be kept in a register and reviewed periodically.
- Develop a strategic roadmap and process for reporting to the corporate board about progress on OT cybersecurity.
- Send data (e.g. IDS data) regularly to the security operations centre (SOC) to ensure timely detection, investigation and response to security incidents.

Additional measures:

- Conduct physical walk-throughs and inspections of OT sites.
- Review and define job and role descriptions to ensure cybersecurity roles and responsibilities for OT personnel.
- Perform periodic benchmarking to assess maturity on OT cybersecurity principles.
- Ensure tabletop exercises are a recurrent activity to monitor progress on incident response.
- Carry out threat hunting in OT and proactively seek indicators of potential compromise.
Enabling innovation in OT

Discussions on cybersecurity in OT would not be complete without acknowledging the role of innovation across industries. Research from 2023 shows that 45% of industrial manufacturing organizations have started pilots on generative AI.21 Strides towards the employment of new technologies are also being made in the automotive and energy sectors where 68% and 64% of organizations, respectively, have started exploring the potential of generative AI.22

In addition to AI and machine learning, industry players are also using several emerging technologies including:

– Cloud computing
– Edge computing
– Internet of things (IoT)
– Secure remote-access software
– 5G

While selecting the technology may be simple, implementing it seamlessly in existing operational environments while ensuring minimal disruption and maximum cybersecurity is a complex task that requires careful planning and rigorous risk assessment.

In broad terms, new technologies allow for:

– Automation of decision-making processes.
– Enhanced secure access practices, including for third parties.
– Increased situational awareness fostered by improved visibility of assets, vulnerabilities and threats.
– Improved threat hunting, threat intelligence and incident response.
– Better compliance with regulatory measures.
– Greater access to production data.

However, the deployment and use of new technologies in OT environments also comes at a cybersecurity cost. Often, new devices incorporate cybersecurity vulnerabilities that are not necessarily managed prior to their launch on the market. By introducing additional entry points for cyber threats, these new technologies expand the attack surface. Other cybersecurity challenges can arise from the use of inaccurate or flawed datasets to train algorithms and machine learning models.

To address these cybersecurity challenges, companies must review and adopt proper governance measures considering that existing cybersecurity controls and standards may not be applicable to the use of new technologies in OT.

Finally, the introduction of new technologies needs a skilled talent pool that possesses an understanding of both traditional OT systems and sophisticated new digital solutions.

Other measures that can help organizations address some of the cybersecurity issues arising from the adoption of new technologies in OT include:

– Developing a clear change management programme.
– Introducing network segmentation.
– Implementing layered security controls to mitigate vulnerabilities.
– Having accessible and updated documentation featuring cybersecurity best practices.

The introduction of new security models such as zero trust is becoming increasingly relevant in the context of both old and new cybersecurity threats in OT. Research from 2022 shows that 88% of OT cybersecurity leaders in the US have already taken some steps to adopt zero trust.23 While the intent to deploy zero trust in OT may exist, successful implementation remains somewhat of a challenge due to a lack of internal knowledge, conflicting direction from leadership and lack of resources.

In certain instances, implementation of zero trust in OT may require organizations to replace legacy technologies. Such an approach can prove expensive and disruptive. However, organizations can also deploy zero trust in such a way that no upgrades to existing technologies are needed.
To allow for effective application of zero trust across OT environments, organizations need to:

- Have good awareness of the overall security model and define zero trust practices in OT environments.
- Secure top management approval and sponsorship.
- Establish a clearly defined zero trust strategy and roadmap.
- Decide on reasonable zones of zero trust deployment as opposed to total zero trust deployment.
- Be careful about vendor selection and question the “silver bullet” of the product offering.
Conclusion

Digitalization is transforming industrial environments in this era of IT/OT convergence. While the new business opportunities are clear, the threat of cyber risk expanding from connected environments and products is growing. Cyber incidents in the industrial ecosystem can have catastrophic economic, safety and environmental consequences.

With the industrial environment representing the bulk of operations in critical infrastructure organizations, ensuring a secure and cyber resilient OT environment is of paramount importance. Cyber leaders must adapt to the transforming industry as environments become more interconnected, digital and automated.

To improve OT environment security, the World Economic Forum in collaboration with partners from the electricity, manufacturing, and oil and gas industries, has developed a list of guiding principles. The adoption of these principles in the OT environment is imperative to cope with cybersecurity risks and enable the longer-term benefits of the digitalization of the OT environment.

This should not be a plug-and-play exercise. It must be complemented with work in areas already embedded into the industry culture such as safety, and with significant investment in skills and in the workforce. Given the complex ecosystem, close collaboration and commitment from all public and private stakeholders across the industry is essential to ensure cyber resilience in the OT environment.
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